can become your greatest asset. It ensures that you will absolutely be doing things different…

Week’s Venture Design Challenge semi-finals. Four teams know that they simply did not advance to the finals yet. There’s always next year…

Decade: Why Your Twenties Matter and How to Make the Most of Them Now. New York:

confident, determined, enthusiastic, inspired, and strong.” (Source: Jay, Meg. The Defining

performed better in school overall and, at graduation time, they reported feeling

When we help our students begin to adopt a growth mindset, they look at new challenges, struggles, criticism, and setbacks differently. Instead of being a threat or a referendum on you fail, and you’re done, you’re out of the game of life. No way!

Having a growth mindset, on the other hand, means embracing challenges, struggles and screw up!” we destroy any hope at innovation.

visionary moves. When we are afraid of making mistakes, we assume a defensive posture that impedes any real learning. When we take the defensive, fearful posture of “Don’t creative potential.
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success.

Success.” It’s critical to look at the subject of entrepreneurship through a psychological lens. In ENTP, we teach that effort is not shameful, but rather an indication that real

Practicing vulnerability is a sign of strength, and an incredibly powerful leadership tool.

“Embrace what you don’t know, especially in the beginning, because what you don’t know
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Wishing all our students a happy, healthy, and